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if merely fictitious. We cannot carry Lusatian ballads to a remote
date; but the sixteenth-century pieces are well enough marked
for us to consider the fifteenth as a probable starting-point. In any
case, Lusatian balladry contains examples of older styles than are
to be found in the neighbouring countries encircling Germany.
German counterparts can be found for about fifty of the pieces
reproduced by Haupt and Schmaler. These include the counter-
parts of the Kudrun and Wolfdietrich ballads (i. 5, 82) in good states
of preservation, of the Leander (Two King's Children, i. 52, ii. i)
piece, and of the mastersong ballad of The Count of Rome (i. 21).
The supernatural ballads include Hilzicka (i. i), which corresponds
to the German Rubezal, with elements of the Hallewijn cycle, The
Merman (i. 34), The Shroud (i. 58), The Orphan at her Mother's
Grave (i. 132). There are several derivatives of Unter der Linde
(i. 15, 43, 47, 82, 134; ii. 15), and of the ever-popular Schlangen-
kochin (i. 77,147). The minor German ballads are also represented,
such as The Grass Girl, The Beggar from Hungary, The grim
Brother, The Nobleman in the Sack, and the highly typical pieces
in which natural allegories are used: The Girl and the Hazel, The
Owl and the Eagle. It is of interest to note that the Lusatian
ballads, though Slavonic, differ from those of Moravia in showing
no traces of Yugoslav traditions; nor is there any trace of the free
verse of Russia or Bulgaria. With their nearer neighbours, how-
ever, the Sorbs maintain closer relations, so that the verbal resem-
blances between their versions and those of the Czechs and Poles
are notable. One may see this in The Orphan at the Mother'}s Grave
and The Shroud. In Kitty of Niedergurig (i. ii), the heroine has a
German name, but the Don Juan who attempts to dishonour her
is called Wujerjowski panik 'Lord of Unworth', an evident pun on
Wuherskipan 'Lord of Hungary', which echoes the Czech distrust of
Hungarians. There are also some pieces of strictly Slavonic origin,
such as The evil Robbers, already mentioned, and Animal Life (i. 85).
More texts seem to have been borrowed than tunes. Several
Lusatian ballads are grouped under one tune, whereas German
ballads frequently have several tunes. The narrative detail was
rendered more precise, or perhaps retained the medieval precision
it may have lost in the land of origin. The objective, unlyrical
manner of the Lusatian ballads corresponds to older and better
models than those now available for several German pieces, or is
a reaction in favour of the older manner.

